The Archery GB National Tour 2021
Rules for the Recurve and Compound Divisions
Introduction
1. The National Tour for 2021 will comprise of a series of stages:
Stage
Bucks or Bounty
Surrey Archery Weekend
Bowmen of Glen
British Target Championships
Barnsley Archery Club

Type
70m / 50m + H2H
70m / 50m + H2H
70m / 50m + H2H
70m / 50m + H2H (a (i))
70m / 50m + H2H

Days for Tour Points
Sat: Recurve Sun: Compound
Sat: Recurve Sun: Compound
Sat: Compound Sun: Recurve
Sat: 70/50 + H2H Sun: 1440
Sat: Compound Sun: Recurve

a. There is the possibility, that restrictions allowing, the following additional stages may be
included:
i. The 1440 of the British Target Championships – which will be awarded Tier 2+
points.
2. The best three points placings, using the National Rankings formula for points, will be used to
rank an archer in the Tour Standings
a. An AGB member missing their third score, owing to international representation, may
apply for their average of their best two scores from their stages they have competed in.
The individual concerned must have attended a minimum of two stages.
b. Athletes wishing to apply as above, will need to email jon.nott@archerygb.org no later
than 10th of August 2021
3. The top 8 ranked National Tour archers within the Recurve Men (RM), Recurve Women (RW),
Compound Men (CM) and Compound Women (CW) divisions will be invited to the National Tour
Final on the 4th and 5th of September at Lilleshall (Compound Saturday and Recurve Sunday). Any
declined places will be offered to the person next in the ranking list.

The Finals
1. The eight athletes in the finals will be placed into the match-play charts for the quarter finals in
the following way:
a. Rank numbers one and two will be placed at the opposite end of the brackets
b. The other athletes will be drawn at random for position within the match brackets. This
may be live-streamed as it is done
2. For the matches, all World Archery Rules with regards to format and allowed equipment will be
followed.
a. Not withstanding the above, no camouflage, blue denim or ‘worn’ looking clothing is to
be worn by Athletes or Coaches on the field of play.
b. Sponsor shirts, in accordance with the World Archery rules, is permitted.
3. Athletes will be permitted one nominated coach, who shall be accredited.
4. Athletes must carry a minimum of six (6) arrows into the finals range, to allow for runners to
return arrows in alternate ends.
5. No Scope will be permitted on the shooting line, as there will be spotting screens and a TV
unless the Competitions Manager permits it in unforeseen circumstances.
Further instructions on the finals procedures and any further rules for the finals will be communicated
to the selected athletes nearer the time.

